Many industrial and social sectors, such as manufacturing and home care, could be transformed by the presence of robotic assistants. Rigorous processes of verification and validation (V&V) are required to demonstrate these robots are safe, fit for purpose, and working as intended. We propose Coverage-Driven Verification (CDV) as a systematic, goal-directed simulation-based V&V method that is capable of exploring systems of realistic detail under a broad range of environment conditions, such as those found in human-robot interaction (HRI). A CDV testbench was developed for robotic code as deployed in our HRI case study. Based on this application of CDV, we compare the merits of different automatic test generation techniques, including constrained pseudorandom and modelbased approaches, in achieving thorough exploration of the system. Our results show that CDV provides an efficient and effective V&V strategy for the HRI domain.
INTRODUCTION
Robotic assistants are designed to interact and collaborate closely with humans. These robots are increasingly being developed for industrial and domestic applications. Due to ethical and legal implications of the Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), the safety and functional soundness of such technologies needs to be demonstrated, for them to become viable commercial products [1] . Currently, limits for speed and force according to interaction zones are enforced for safety, as mentioned in the standard ISO 13482:2014 for robotic assistants, and in the standard ISO 10218 (parts I and II) for industrial robotics, along with physical separation between robots and humans. Such limits can restrict the scope of the interactions, ruling out some of the envisaged applications for collaborative robots. To minimise the need for such restrictions, the software running in these robotic platforms must be subjected to rigorous verification and validation (V&V) processes.
According to the standard IEEE P1012, verification seeks to demonstrate the correctness of a robot's code, with respect to safety, liveness and functional requirements. Validation is the process used to determine if the implementation is fit for purpose when placed in its target environment, i.e. the requirements correctly embody the objectives of the implementation. In practice, similar procedures are employed for both. Whether we speak about Validation or Verification, depends largely on where we draw the boundary between the design and the environment in which that design operates.
V&V is challenging in the HRI domain. The requirements to be accounted for typically include a wide range of considerations relating to safety as well as the intended function of the robot. Furthermore, the robot's environment (which includes the human agent) is multifaceted and highly unpredictable, regardless of whether the intended interaction is structured or not. Another challenge is achieving a satisfactory degree of realism (detail) in V&V processes, while exploring all the possible environmental conditions, within resource bounds.
Real-life HRI experiments or simulation-based testing are V&V methods that allow realism, and thus exploring a large set of detailed requirements. However, neither of these can exhaustively explore all possible scenarios, due to constraints on time and other resources. As an alternative, 'formal verification' methods have been employed to verify HRI in the past [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Formal methods can exhaustively examine highly abstracted models of the HRI, making them valuable techniques for maximising the breadth of the V&V process. However, computational constraints limit the level of detail that may be included in a tractable formal model. Hence, more realistic testing remains a necessity. We require a systematic approach that maximises the thoroughness of such testing with the available resources.
To meet this need, we propose the use of Coverage-Driven Verification (CDV) for V&V of robotic assistants' high-level control code. 'Coverage' is a measure of the extent to which a system's design has been explored during V&V. Various coverage metrics may be used as V&V completion criteria. CDV is the systematic pursuit of satisfactory coverage according to a predefined verification plan [8] . It promotes efficiency in the generation of effective tests, the collection and analysis of coverage metrics to guide test generation, and automatic checking of the response from the System Under Test (SUT).
CDV has been used successfully for more than a decade in the microelectronics design industry to verify designs with billions of transistors. Language constructs to implement functional coverage models have been incorporated into the popular hardware description language (HDL), SystemVerilog [8] , and packages have been developed to support such efforts in other HDLs, such as VHDL 1 ; indicating the maturity and acceptance of this approach. Microelectronics designs are characterised by a high level of concurrency. Similarly, robot control software typically includes multiple modules for concurrent systems, such as the top-level control, separate sensor systems, path planning and actuation. Are V&V approaches from microelectronics suitable for the robotics domain?
Currently, simulation-based testing of robots is often implemented using a small set of directed (manually constructed) tests. Because this approach may overlook unexpected scenarios, a larger set of randomly generated (Monte Carlo) tests is a commonly used alternative. However, the number of tests required to expose rare scenarios of critical interest may be intractably large. A key aspect of CDV is the use of constraints to bias testing towards rare events, providing a more thorough examination of the system without sacrificing the ability to expose unforeseen scenarios. In this paper we compare different methods for constraining pseudorandom test generation, and demonstrate the added value of model-based techniques in the HRI domain.
We illustrate the methodology and merits of CDV on a case study, where we apply CDV to an object-handover task, a critical component of a cooperative manufacture scenario. To do this, we developed a CDV testbench specifically for HRI 2 . This implementation utilizes Robot Operating System 3 (ROS), Gazebo 4 , and available testing and custom Python modules. Through ROS and Gazebo, the testbench allows the verification of the real robot's code. Additionally, the testbench allows generating a diverse set of human input behaviours, to explore robot's code and consequent behaviours in testing. We verified and validated selected safety and functional requirements of the handover task. The results demonstrate the feasibility of CDV in simulation-based testing and its potential benefits in the HRI domain.
The paper is structured as follows. We present the handover scenario in Section 2. Our CDV testbench, along with an explanation of the general CDV methodology, are presented in Section 3. A discussion of the V&V and coverage results is presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents the conclusions and future work.
CASE STUDY: ROBOT TO HUMAN OB-JECT HANDOVER TASK
The handover of an object is a critical component of many interaction scenarios, including those between a robot and a person. This case study was chosen to demonstrate CDV in simulation-based testing for robotic code within the HRI domain. Our CDV testbench, described in detail in Section 3, is based on opensource tools. Here, we provide the details of the actual robot to human handover task. The robot, BERT2 [9] , starts in a reset state. The handover starts with an activation signal from the person to the robot. The robot then picks up an object, holds it out to the human, and signals for the human to take it. The human sends another signal back, indicating readiness to take the object. Then, the robot makes a decision, within a time threshold, based on a combination of three sensors: "pressure," indicating whether the human is holding the object (applying force against the robot's hold of the object); "location," visually tracking whether the person's hand is close to the object; and "gaze," visually tracking whether the person's head is directed towards the object. The sensing combination is the cross-product, more formally the Cartesian product, of "gaze", "pressure" and "location" readings (GPL for short), i.e. (G, P, L) ∈ G × P × L. Each sensor reading is classified into G, P, L = {1, 1}, where 1 represents a value within range indicating the human being ready to receive the object, and1 is any other value, including null. The robot does not release the object if the human is not deemed ready, i.e. GPL ∈ {(1, * , * ), ( * ,1, * ), ( * , * ,1)}, where * ∈ {1,1}. If, given the sensor readings, the human is deemed ready, i.e. GPL = (1, 1, 1), the robot decides to release the object. The person may disengage from the task after signalling readiness to take the object. The robot may disengage whilst sensing, or while waiting for a signal over a longer time threshold. The sensors are considered perfect.
A robot ROS 'node' was developed to implement the handover interaction protocol, comprising 212 code statements in Python. The code was structured as a FSM using the SMACH modules [10] . The ROS node's code is depicted as a flow chart in Figure 1 .
Requirements List
Safety and functional requirements were derived from the standard ISO 13482:2014 and the work in [11] , respectively:
1. If the gaze, pressure and location are sensed as correct, then the object shall be released.
2. If the gaze, pressure or location are sensed as incorrect, then the object shall not be released.
3. The robot shall make a decision before a threshold of time.
4. The robot shall always either time out, decide to release the object, or decide not to release the object.
5. The robot shall not close the gripper when the human is too close.
6. The robot shall start in restricted speed.
7. The robot shall not collide with itself at high speeds.
8. The robot shall operate within allowable maximum values to avoid dangerous unintentional collisions with humans and other safety-related objects.
The last of these requirements was implemented as four speed requirements, to more clearly classify the risks associated with the robot. The speed threshold of 250 mm/s is based on the recommendations of the standard ISO 120218-1:2011.
8a. The robot hand speed is always less than 250 mm/s. 8b. If the robot is within 10 cm of the human, the robot's hand speed is less than 250 mm/s.
8c. If the robot collides with anything, the robot's hand speed is less than 250 mm/s.
8d. If the robot collides with the human, the robot's hand speed is less than 250 mm/s.
A CDV TESTBENCH FOR HRI
A simulator for the handover interaction was developed in ROS and Gazebo.
ROS is an open-source platform for the development and deployment of robotics code, using C++ and/or Python. Gazebo is a robot simulation tool, compatible with ROS, that emulates our world's physics. The person in the handover interaction was embodied as a floating head and hand for simplicity, and a physical model of the robot was developed for Gazebo. These models are shown in Fig. 2 , contrasted with a real-life handover scenario. A CDV process starts with a plan. The verification plan is formed by a requirements list including the aspects of the SUT that need to be verified, such as the one presented Section 2, and a coverage strategy indicating how to achieve effective exploration of the SUT (the robot's code) and advancement of the verification progress [8] . The coverage strategy specifies the design of the testbench components, along with coverage models (how to measure coverage).
The SUT is placed into a testbench for testing. The testbench represents (a model of) the target environment. A fundamental feature of the CDV testbench is automation to facilitate other processes that require manual input, such as effective test generation, bug detection, reliable progress tracking and timely V&V completion. The testbench is formed from four core components: the Test Generator, the Driver, the Checker and the Coverage Collector. Figure 3 shows the structure of our CDV testbench implementation 5 , within the simulator, incorporating the robot's high-level control code and the four CDV testbench components. The Driver incorporates Gazebo and other modules interfacing the human components with the robot's components. The design of our simulator ensures the access of these interfaces, internal parameters in the robot's code, and the physical models in Gazebo, to facilitate the work of the Checker and the Coverage Collector. The dotted line indicates a feedback loop that may require human input.
Test Generator
The test generator aims to produce effective and efficient tests to exercise the SUT (the robot's code) towards uncovering bugs while achieving its full coverage. Effective tests address the exploration of scenarios of interest as per the requirements as well as unexpected conditions. Efficient tests maximise coverage (according to models and metrics) and V&V progress, with the minimum number possible. The generated tests must be valid and realistic (e.g., sensors within range of all their possible values).
A first test generation option is pseudorandom (as opposed to random, for repeatability of the test generation), which is, in principle, unconstrained with re-spect to any assumptions for the environment or the HRI protocol. To generate interesting tests, pseudorandom test generation can be biased using constraints, which may be derived from the requirements list or from the verification engineer's judgement. The implementation of these constraints requires significant engineering skill and application knowledge to be effective. Model-based test generation techniques [12, 13] can target specific use cases or requirements far more efficiently and effectively. In model-based test generation, a model of the system is explored or traversed to obtain test templates. These templates are at the same level of abstraction as the model, and refinement might be needed. The templates can be considered as constraints [14, 15] , to which further constraints may optionally be added to increase the effectiveness of test generation.
For model-based test generation, a model capturing the envisioned HRI behaviours, comprising both the robot and the human/environment, is necessary. The model can be constructed through formalisms such as process algebras and automata. Model checking techniques [16] can be used to traverse these models to obtain information (witness traces) for test generation. Commonly, a model in such formalisms abstracts from much of the detail of the real HRI and the simulation, e.g. in [7] the path planning and actuation control have been abstracted from. Process algebras' relation theories can be employed to assess the correctness of an abstract model with respect to the robot's code [17] .
The test generation methods discussed above were implemented for the handover simulator. Pseudorandomly, high-level action sequences for the simulated human were assembled, from a set of actions, and relevant parameters were instantiated, to form each test. These pseudorandom sequences model a human with freedom within the allowed set of actions, unconstrained with respect to the handover protocol. These tests allow the exploration of the SUT, the robot's code, under many unexpected, or unintended, yet possible human behaviours. The pseudorandom test generator allows constraints to be added to bias tests according to the engineer's judgement. For example, constraints can enforce action sequences that ensure the activation of the robot in the simulations, until the decision making point.
Model-based test generation was implemented, as a more efficient mechanism to effectively bias the test generation towards exploring some of the requirements. A model comprising six Probabilistic-Timed Automata (PTA) [18] formalized the handover interaction protocol. Each automaton models an aspect of the interaction: the robot, the human, the human's gaze, location and pressure, and the robot's sensors. The model abstracts the handover protocol, in terms of high-level actions. We applied model checking using UPPAAL 6 , to the PTA model and temporal logic [16] properties derived from Requirements 1 to 4. These requirements, as opposed to 5 to 8, can be verified at the level of abstraction in the PTA model, after their translation into a suitable temporal logic, e.g., Computation Tree Logic (CTL). The model checking process produced witness traces (examples) for the satisfied properties. These witnesses contain combined sequences of states from the different automata, and thus the robot and the human. By removing the robot's and sensors states from the witness traces via projections, we formed test templates from the human and its gaze, pressure and location actions. Based on these test templates, acting as constraints, tests were generated pseudorandomly. The use of model checking in model-based test generation has an added benefit in that the verification results complement those of simulation-based testing. Any requirements that can be meaningfully represented at the abstraction level of the formal model can be verified exhaustively with respect to that model, while simulations can verify those same requirements in a more realistic model. Agreement between the results increases confidence in the verification, while discrepancies can expose problems with how the requirements have been expressed, or issues in the simulation models. Although model checking can be applied to code (e.g. using the tool CBMC 7 for a limited subset of C), the properties that are verified at the code level typically focus on runtime errors, such as arrays out of bounds or unbounded loop executions, rather than on high-level functional requirements.
A test for the simulator is formed from high-level human actions with pseudorandomly instantiated parameters constrained within defined ranges. Constraints can be applied, separately or together, to the action sequences and the parameter instantiation. An example is shown in Fig. 4. 
Driver
The Driver automatically translates each test into the right level of abstraction for the simulator and distributes inputs or stimulus for the SUT (the robot's code) through different "interfaces", to expose it to the situation dictated by the test. The Driver interacts with the interfaces of the SUT through a network of modules running in parallel, reacting to the responses of the SUT if necessary (a "reactive Driver").
Considering the tests exemplified by Fig. 4 , the Driver translates the highlevel action sequences into the simulator's code level, which produces behaviours in Gazebo's human, robot and object models, along with signals from the human to the robot, and sensor inputs.
Checker
The Checker monitors the response of the SUT to the stimulus dictated by the tests, to detect failures and bugs. A "self-checking" testbench is optimal for CDV; the automation of checking provides orthogonality between the pursuit 7 http://www.cprover.org/cbmc/ of coverage closure and verification with respect to the requirements to uncover possible bugs. A popular choice for the Checker is assertion monitors [19] , which can be implemented close to the source of bugs, i.e., into the code and within the simulator components. Assertion monitors can check the occurrence of highlevel abstract events (e.g., the execution of a sequence of blocks of code during a simulation run), or events over low-level variables and signals (e.g., a sensor signal is constant over a period of time).
Automata-based assertion monitors were implemented for the requirements in Section 2.1. Each monitor generates report files on its activation and assertion satisfaction or violation. The monitors were manually generated for Reqs. 1 to 4, from their translation into CTL properties, employed for model-based test generation. This translation process has automation potential, as shown in [20] . For example, Req. 1 corresponds to the property:
where E <> is a temporal logic operator meaning "possibly" or "eventually in at least one of the model's traces". The monitor is triggered when sensor signals (GPL) indicate that the human is ready to receive the object. Then, the automaton transitions when receiving a signal of the object's release. If the release signal event happens within a time threshold (3 seconds) of the first event, a True result is reported (the assertion and thus the requirement are satisfied). Finally, the automaton returns to the initial state.
Reqs. 5 to 8 refer to physical details abstracted during the construction of the PTA model. Hence, they were directly implemented as automata-based assertion monitors. For example, according to Req. 5, when the robot grabs the object, it needs to make sure the person's hand is at a distance, to avoid accidents. The assertion monitor is triggered every time the code executes the hand(close) function. The location of the human hand is read from Gazebo. If this location is close to the robot's hand (within a 0.05 m distance of both mass centres), the monitor registers a False result (the requirement is not satisfied), or otherwise True (the requirement is satisfied).
Coverage Collector
The Coverage Collector records the progress achieved by each test with respect to chosen coverage models (types of coverage) and specific coverage metrics. These models and metrics can refer to external events originated from the driven tests (e.g., human actions), the SUT's response, the SUT's internal state, and the Checker. Coverage models and metrics help to determine how much of the SUT's functionality has been exercised. Suitable choices for the HRI domain are code coverage and functional coverage models [8] , which complement each other.
Functional coverage models include requirements coverage and cross-product coverage [21] . To achieve requirements coverage closure, tests need to cover all the requirements implemented in the Checker. Cross-product coverage seeks to ensure that the testing covers a complete set of conceivable scenarios, constructed as combinations of events. In cross-product coverage models, the Cartesian product is formed over the attribute value domains of the events of interest, internal or external to the SUT, giving a set of ordered tuples, each of which is an individual coverage task. Cross-product coverage has recently been pro-posed (independently) for the verification of autonomous robots in [22] , where it is termed situation coverage and includes combinations of environment events only.
Code coverage models measure how thoroughly the code, or its structure, has been exercised by the generated tests. Code coverage can be measured at different levels of granularity, such as statement coverage, branch or path coverage, expression coverage, and, if the code implements a Finite State Machine (FSM), potentially also FSM related coverage such as state and transition coverage.
We implemented three coverage models: code, requirements and cross-product. Code coverage metrics for the number of executed code statements per test were implemented through the 'coverage'
8 Python module. The implemented metrics for requirements coverage was the total number of triggered assertion monitors per set of tests, since the monitors correspond to the requirements list.
The cross-product coverage model comprised the Cartesian product of all possible combinations of the robot's internal state events (high-level actions or responses), observable in the code's FSM, and the stimulus or external human events (also high-level actions), in tuples of the form human, robot . These actions consider the robot's timeout threshold, and all the possible values of the gaze, location and pressure sensor readings, for "the human is ready" and "the human is not ready". The human component in tuples such as SEQ+Not on task, No release follows a sequence of actions according to the handover protocol, simplified as 'SEQ+', in the results presented in next section. For example, the tuple SEQ+Not on task, No release denotes a sequence of actions that include Activation signal 1 → ... → Activation signal 2 → ... → Not on task in that order, with other possible actions (denoted as ...) in between that do not change the essence of the protocol (e.g., small delays, false sensor readings, sending the same signal more than once). The cross-product metrics were computed offline from the simulation reports, counting which tuples and how many times they were executed, during a set of tests.
The collected coverage data provides information on unexplored (coverage "holes") or lightly covered areas of these models. Coverage closure is the process of identifying coverage holes and, if necessary, creating new tests that address them. An iterative process of test generation, simulation, coverage collection and analysis takes place for coverage closure, and thus finalizing the V&V process as per the plan.
In the analysis stage, engineering input is required to interpret the coverage collection and V&V results, to modify the test generation, the requirements and any other testbench component. To achieve coverage closure, new constraints can be added to bias the test generation. Also, new model-based templates can be produced. Alternatively, directed tests can be designed as a last resort. Modifications to the testbench components can include more accurate assertion monitors, or increasing the observability of the interfaces to the Driver for monitoring and coverage collection. If a bug is found, the designers would need to modify the SUT accordingly.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Using the CDV testbench described in Section 3, we verified the robot's code for the handover, with respect to the requirements mentioned in Section 2.1. This case study demonstrates the benefits of CDV in the context of HRI. In particular, we show the complementary strengths of model-based test generation and pseudorandom methods in terms of code, requirements and cross-product coverage effectiveness. Feedback from coverage results was used to generate further tests towards achieving coverage closure.
The simulator was implemented in ROS Indigo and Gazebo (v. 2.2.5). The verification experiments were run on a PC with Intel i5-3230M 2.60 GHz CPU, 8 GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 14.04. We used UPPAAL (v. 4.0.14), for model checking and model-based test generation.
Two separate coverage strategies were adopted in parallel for this case study, for simplicity. The first strategy focussed on requirements coverage, while the second focussed on cross-product coverage over combinations of human and robot high-level actions, also employed to compute code coverage. In general, it is possible to combine multiple coverage models in a single strategy.
Requirements Coverage
In pursuing requirements coverage, we chose to use a combination of pseudorandom, constrained pseudorandom, and model-based test generation. Although model-based test generation can be used to guarantee coverage of requirements verified previously by model checking, it does not guarantee coverage of other requirements. Hence, we first generated 100 pseudorandom (unconstrained) tests, the results of which are included in Table 1 . The recorded results of the assertion monitors are: Pass (P), Fail (F), or Not Triggered (NT). These tests left coverage holes for Reqs. 1 and 8d, whose assertion monitors were not triggered, while other monitors were triggered far less frequently than would be expected in typical use (e.g. Req. 5). Subsequently, we generated 100 constrained pseudorandom tests where constraints enforced the activation of the robot as the first action to be executed by the human as explained in Section 3.1, in an attempt to cover the holes. Finally, we performed model checking for Reqs. 1 to 4. From each of the model checking witnesses (test templates), we generated a test (model-based) targeting that requirement. Although model checking could only be used to verify Reqs. 1 to 4, the additional tests produced by modelbased generation usefully included a case in which the robot collided with the human, closing the coverage hole for requirement 8d and exposing an important violation. The formal properties corresponding to Reqs. 1 to 4 were all found to be True (T) by model checking. In agreement with this result, no assertion violations were found for these four requirements in simulation-based testing.
The results in Table 1 confirm our expectations for the different test generation strategies. For requirements coverage, pseudorandom and constrainedpseudorandom test generation are less efficient than model-based test generation, which triggered all eleven assertions with just four tests. Reqs. 1 and 8d were not covered by either the pseudorandom or the constrained pseudorandom strategy.
The failure cases found for Reqs. 6 and 8a-d expose some design flaws. Both the restart stage of the robot in the code, and the picking up of the object to hand it to the human, violate the safety speed threshold specified in the standard ISO 10218-1:2011, of 250 mm/s. These are design flaws in the path planning or plan execution code that should be improved, by enforcing speed constraints.
Cross-Product Coverage
In pursuing cross-product coverage, we began with a set of 100 pseudorandom tests. The coverage achieved by these tests is presented in the "Pseudorandom" column of Table 2 . Then, we employed model-based test generation for the remaining coverage holes, from new requirements plus the test templates produced in the requirements coverage exercise. We ran 20 tests for each template ("Model-Based" column). We added parameter instantiation constraints to these templates, to trigger the Sense timeout event in the robot's code, i.e., we reduced the robot's disengagement time threshold to a minimum while sensing. We ran 20 tests for each constrained template, with coverage results reported in the "Constrained-Model-Based" column. The column "TO-TAL" indicates the number of tests that covered the cross-product behaviours, after all the runs. For brevity, we omitted the cross-product tuples that were not reachable from Table 2 . For example, from the 24 tuples of the sensor readings and the high-level robot actions, i.e. (G × P × L) × Robot, where Robot = {Sense timeout, Release piece, No release}, we omitted any unreachable tuples such as SEQ+GPL = (1, 1, 1) , No release . The results in Table 2 highlight the importance of model-based test generation to target the possible functionalities of the robot's code and the expected critical human behaviours.
Code Coverage
The tests for cross-product coverage were used to compute the coverage of the code's 212 statements, shown in Fig. 5 . The code has been grouped using the state machine structure, and the coverage percentages vary ±2% in inner decision branches. The block of code corresponding to the "release" state is not covered by the pseudorandomly generated tests (in white). This coverage hole was closed via model-based test generation, when covering the cross-product tuple SEQ+GPL = (1, 1, 1), Release piece , shown in Table 2 . The generation of effective tests, that target both the exploration of the SUT and the verification progress, is fundamental to maximising the efficiency of a CDV testbench reaching for coverage closure. From the overall results, it can be seen that the different test generation approaches used have complementary strengths. While model-based test generation ensures that the requirements and the cross-product model are covered in an efficient manner, pseudorandom test generation can construct scenarios that the verification engineer has not foreseen. Such cases are useful for exposing bugs, or flawed assumptions in testbench components or the requirements. Manually constructed constraints may be added to pseudorandom or model-based tests to direct them towards coverage holes, accelerating V&V progress.
CONCLUSIONS
We advocated the use of CDV for robot code in the context of HRI. The systematic, goal-driven nature of CDV reduces the likelihood that important scenarios will be overlooked (coverage holes) during V&V, and can provide a faster route to coverage closure when compared with directed testing. CDV is typically used in Software-in-the-Loop simulations in microelectronics; this we have replicated for HRI. However, CDV can also be used for Hardware-in-the-Loop (with the real robot) and Human-in-the-Loop (with real persons) simulations. The flexibility of CDV with regard to the nature of the models, with higher or lower levels of detail and realism, used in testing makes it well suited to V&V of HRI scenarios. Simulators and models can be created at different levels of abstraction for the same SUT, through open source tools for robotics and verification. Our approach is scalable, as more complex systems can be verified using the same CDV approach, for the actual system's code. We are confident CDV can be used for V&V of autonomous systems in general. The principal drawback of CDV, compared with directed testing, is the overhead effort associated with building an automated testbench. Directed testing produces early results, but CDV significantly accelerates the approach towards coverage closure once the testbench is in place. Hence CDV is an appropriate choice for systems in which complete coverage is difficult to achieve due to a broad and varied state space that includes rare but important events, as is typically the case for HRI. In addition, CDV testbenches can often be reused for a variety of scenarios, thus amortising the initial development effort.
A handover example demonstrated the feasibility of implementing the CDV testbench as a ROS-Gazebo based simulator 9 ], with proposed instances of the testbench components that we deemed suitable for HRI in general. Although our implementation focusses on variations in high-level human actions and parameter instantiation, the test generation may also accommodate variations in lower-level behaviours, such as instantiation of precise postures for the human.
The coverage results demonstrate how feedback loops in the testbench can be explored to seek coverage closure. Pseudorandom test generation allows a degree of unpredictability in the human and/or environment, so that unexpected behaviours of the SUT may be exposed. Model-based test generation usefully complements pseudorandom generation by systematically directing tests according to the requirements of the SUT. The latter requires the development of a formal model of the system, which additionally enables exhaustive verification through formal methods.
In the future, we envision the application of CDV to learning and adaptive robots. These are a significant challenge for V&V as the behaviours of such robots can evolve over their lifespans. CDV can provide a systematic and flexible approach towards addressing this challenge.
